
Our company is looking to fill the role of network intelligence analyst. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for network intelligence analyst

SIGDEV Analyst
Language Analysis Russian TAR
Utilize linguist skills to characterize, analyze and reconstruct threat digital
networks (where relevant)
Support projects relating to finding broken and improving transportation
network
Deliver and monitor on-site NCW-C5I academic instruction for training
audiences
Develop, maintain and deliver NCW-C5I instructional material supported by
outlines, lesson plans, reference material, briefs, lectures, videos, scenarios,
animations, handouts, student and instructor workbooks and study guides,
testing materials, critiques and feedback
Research, analyze and employ the best learning strategies and methods to
employ, train and sustain a quality instructional staff leveraging state-of-the
art technology into the development and delivery of all phases of training
Assess NCW-C5I courseware, delivery methods and new versions of
applications to determine impact, functionality and best methodologies to
develop and deliver training on new application’s functionality
Provide input to TTGL schedules officer with regard to annual scheduling of
NCW-C5I academic courses using the most cost effective and efficient plan
for in-house instruction and MTTs
As a Network Intelligence Analyst, you will support a multi-year effort
providing Subject Matter Expertise to high-profile Government Customers in

Example of Network Intelligence Analyst Job
Description
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Qualifications for network intelligence analyst

Comprehensive understanding of the operational cycle the data, tools and
techniques used for each phase of targeting
Conducts all-source intelligence analysis to identify insurgent and IED
networks, which include leaders, facilitators, financiers, cell members and
bomb makers to identify potential targets for possible lethal and non-lethal
action
MOS/AFSC 31D, 311D, 35F, 350F, 35D, 18F, 180A
Background in Counterterrorism, Counter-Insurgency, or Counter-IED analysis
and experience as an Intelligence or Targeting Analyst in Afghanistan or Iraq
Knowledgeable of the Intelligence Cycle, Collection Management Cycle,
Targeting Cycle and intelligence analytic techniques including F3EAD,
activity-based analysis, trend and pattern analysis, geospatial analysis, link
analysis and network or social network analysis
Capable of effectively operating alone in support of tactical forces
conducting counter-insurgent/IED targeting


